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TOWN OF GROTON FINANCE 
COMMITTEE    

Saturday, February 13th, 2016, Selectmen’s Meeting Rm  

Groton Town Hall, 173 Main St. Groton, MA, 9:00 a.m. 

Meeting held jointly with the Board of Selectmen 

Present for Finance Committee: G. Green (Chair), Art Prest, R. Hargraves (Vice Chair), B. Robertson, B. 
Pease, M. Bacon, P. DuFresne (Town Accountant, Recording) 

Present for the Board of Selectmen: J. Degen, A. Eliot, J. Petropoulos (Chair), and P. Cunningham 

Absent: D. Manugian, S. Schulman 

Also Present: M. Haddad (Town Manager), Dawn Dunbar (Executive Assistant), Department Heads as 
requested, Members of the Finance Team, Members of the Public, Members of the Press 

Documents available at the meeting:   Updated FY17 Town Operating Budget as of 2/8/16  
     Letter from Mr. Kolak to FinCom/BOS 
     Budget Reduction Proposal from Mr. Degen  
     Original FY17 Budgetary Goals Document   
     
Mr. Green called the meeting of the Finance Committee to order at 9:01 a.m. 
Mr. Petropoulos called the meeting of the Board of Selectmen to order at 9:01 a.m. 
 
Mr. Petropoulos moved that the meeting be adjourned until such time as the Town Manager could 
return a proposed budget that complied with the 2.2% growth guidelines as originally requested by the 
FinCom and the BOS.   
 
Mr. Petropoulos explained that he was very disappointed in the budget as proposed.  This budget shows 
personnel growth at double the 2.2% guidance provided to the Town Manager.  Mr. Cunningham 
disagreed saying that the Town Manager did in fact follow the guidance given.  Also, it would be a shame 
to waste the time of everyone who was in attendance ready to participate in a substantive discussion 
regarding operational issues.  Mr. Pease said that although the budget as proposed is not what was 
expected, this document is a good first step and this meeting should be used to discuss possible changes.  
Mr. Prest felt that the meeting should continue, and perhaps some progress toward saving money could 
be made before it’s over.  After additional discussion, during which time Mr. Degen seconded the motion 
and Ms. Eliot moved the question, Mr. Petropoulos withdrew his original motion to adjourn the meeting.   
 
Mr. Green asked for any new updates to the FY17 Operating Budget.  Mr. Haddad distributed the revision 
dated 2/8/16 which includes amounts for the new Land Use Director and Land Use Assistant, a preliminary 
budget for the Nashoba Tech. District, and minor changes to BOH, MRPC, and State Aid.  He also provided 
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a copy of the Tax Recap Calculation.  He noted that the revisions result in a higher unexpended tax capacity 
($73,000 as opposed to $25,000).  Mr. Haddad added that the GDRSD Superintendent’s budget requires 
an increase that the Town cannot support within the levy limit.  The $776,100 provided in the revised 
budget is the current carryover figure that the district felt was the minimum required to meet their needs.  
He explained that should the School Committee certify the current district budget proposal, a Proposition 
2 ½ Override of $2,213,411 would be necessary for the Town of Groton.   
 
Mr. Green said that he hoped that the focus of this meeting would be on gaining a fuller understanding 
of the proposed department needs, so that any changes made are done from a position of knowledge.  
Mr. Pease asked why the 2/8/16 budget documents had not been electronically provided to the Finance 
Committee before this time.  Ms. Dufresne apologized for not sending them out in advance of this session.  
Mr. Pease would also like to see the minutes of the Tri-Board Committee.  Mr. Degen said that the Tri-
Board is a private meeting, and does not have to conform to Open Meeting Law, therefore minutes will 
not be made available.  It is up to the members to provide updates to other boards and committees that 
they may belong to.  However, he offered to speak to the School Superintendent to change the format of 
those meetings in order to make minutes available to those who want them.   
 
Police Department Budget - Chief Palma warned the public to be vigilant regarding the exceptionally cold 
weather occurring this weekend.  He noted that his department would be opening warming stations 
should there be any need for them, for instance if power were lost to any part of town for an appreciable 
time.  Mr. Robertson asked why the salary and wage lines are up over 3% given that the associated labor 
unions did not get wage increases.  Mr. Haddad replied that the salaried individuals that are included in 
this budget are not part of the patrolmen’s or superior officer’s unions.  The wage line is up largely due to 
funding for overtime added to the budget to cover SUV driver training and additional traffic enforcement.  
Also, there are some contractual obligations that do increase in FY17 that are independent of wages such 
as Quinn Bill amounts, Education incentive, stipends, shift differentials, longevity, health insurance buy-
back, and FLSA adjustments.   Also the costs involved with manning events have been reviewed leading 
to some increases in those categories.  Chief Palma noted that as officers advance through the ranks, 
vacation time goes up leading to overtime increases for shift coverage.  Mr. Petropoulos was concerned 
about the future trend of this budget given the growth in FY17 which was expected to be flat.   Mr. Degen 
informed the group that he had a previous discussion with Chief Palma regarding the additions to this 
budget.  Driver training is necessary as the officers are no longer driving Crown Vic’s, but have transitioned 
over to SUV’s.  This is an important and valid safety issue.  While there is also a need to fund additional 
traffic enforcement given the various projects underway in Town, Mr. Degen suggested funding this in a 
subsequent year. Chief Palma noted three areas of vulnerability: negligence, training and supervision, and 
he reminded the group that it takes a full year to get a new officer up to speed.  He currently receives 
many complaints from residents regarding traffic issues, and traffic flow patterns will be changing 
dramatically in the near future.  Indian hill events alone may add 800 cars to the streets over the span of 
a couple of hours.  Traffic must be managed both arriving and leaving these events.  The budget that was 
submitted is a needs budget, and what is needed is an officer who is dedicated to and focused on traffic 
issues alone.  The traffic overtime provision was a compromise effected to avoid adding an additional 
officer.  Mr. Green asked whether it was possible to hire officers who are already academy-trained.  Chief 
Palma said this was possible but fraught with peril.  Additionally, the department already has strong 
reserve officers who know the Town and who are themselves a known commodity.  It is more effective all 
around to promote those already in-house.  Mr. Green suggested offering to academy train a “bull-pen.”  
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Chief Palma replied that there are very few people for whom this is an option, as it requires working for 
24 weeks without pay and without a guaranteed job at the end.  Mr. Green felt that it would be difficult 
to justify leaving the additional overtime funding of $41,000 in the budget. 
 
Mr. Pease asked about the decrease to expenses of $38,000.  Chief Palma replied that this was largely due 
to equipment maintenance and fuel.  Mr. Haddad reminded the group that the Public Safety Building 
improvement costs from FY16 would not be back in the budget for FY17. Mr. Petropoulos stressed that 
discussions about the level of expense in the public safety budgets do not reflect a lack of appreciation 
for the work done.  He asked if there was an increase in events of 40% to justify the increase in that line.  
Mr. Haddad replied that the Sherriff’s Office is no longer available to help as they used to.  Chief Palma 
added that it is impossible to forecast the number of emergencies the department will be faced with.  In 
crafting the budget, historical actuals were used and an additional contingency built in.  Mr. Pease said 
that he was proud of the additions made to this department in FY16; the SRO can support the mental 
health of the students, which is of much concern to the school district this year.  He would like to consider 
contingent funding to the school district specific to assisting with emotional support for the students.  Mr. 
Green thought this would be a good topic for the Board of Selectmen to take up at a subsequent meeting.  
Mr. Hargraves was concerned that Groton would go to the trouble of academy-training an officer only to 
have that employee hired away by another Town.  Chief Palma said they deal with that problem by striving 
to foster a culture in which everyone is valued, and the staff will not consider this a “stepping-stone” 
Town.    He stressed again the 4 new building projects currently underway in Groton, and added that 
progress brings people who bring problems.  He reminded the group that he requires one full year of lead 
time in order to address and manage these issues.  Mr. Degen said that he was surprised at the increases 
in this budget as he had been led to believe that the labor union contracts were more favorable to the 
Town than they turned out to be.   
 
The Dispatch budget was discussed briefly.  Mr. Degen wondered why this budget is not decreasing given 
that call volume has decreased.  Chief Palma explained that call volume can be difficult to predict.  Lately, 
those trends seem to be increasing again.  Also, calls for service are not necessarily always an emergency, 
but still must be handled properly.  He said he is unlikely to reduce this line item unless the change in call 
volume is drastic.  He added that he is constantly re-evaluating needs, and will never ask for something 
he does not need.  Mr. Pease agreed that 7 data points are required for a valid trend line; therefore it 
would be premature to cut the budget at this point.  Mr. Cunningham wondered if Dunstable would be 
willing to increase the fee they pay for the regional dispatch service.  Chief Palma said that given the 
generous grant funding Groton receives each year, it would not be worth attempting to negotiate an 
increase with Dunstable.  If they decide to consolidate with a different region, we would lose their revenue 
and also our regional grant funding.  Mr. Degen pointed out the intangible benefits that accrue from this 
relationship.  Sharing of responsibilities across Town lines is an important goal, therefore this arrangement 
should be kept as is.  Mr. Cunningham felt it would be good to explore adding overtime funding in a future 
year.  Mr. Green asked whether the funding for Tasers is crucial.  Chief Palma said that the current Tasers 
are obsolete; it would be imprudent not to update to supported equipment.   
 
Fire Department Budget - Mr. Haddad described the need to purchase a boat to be shared by both Police 
and Fire.  This item has been requested and delayed for many years, but it is possible to purchase this 
jointly using ambulance receipts once the two Chiefs agree on what model would be best suited to the 
needs of both departments.  Chief McCurdy explained that the Police Department wants to be able to 
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patrol the lakes, and the Fire Department wants to perform rescue operations in the lakes and rivers, as 
well as helping to mitigate fuel leaks. Chief Palma added that the Sherriff’s Department and the 
Environmental Police used to be able to help with lake patrols several times per year, but they are no 
longer able to do so.  The Lakes Association consistently requests a law enforcement presence on Lost 
Lake.  According to Chief Palma, there would be a minor impact to the budget for training, although it is 
possible that it could simply be absorbed through careful management of funds.  Some Fire Department 
staff are already trained to operate a rescue boat, and that training will continue. (Only one staff member 
is currently trained in swift-water boat rescue).   Chief McCurdy said that while the Fire Department does 
currently have a boat, it is inadequate for rescues as it only holds 4 people, and being made of metal, 
tends to injure people if they are pulled over the side.  Ms. Swezey (Assessor), as a former Lake resident, 
urged the FinCom and BOS to support this valuable asset purchase.  Mr. Prest agreed that instances of 
unfortunate behavior are going unchecked because the police cannot intervene without a boat.  Mr. Pease 
asked whether the Public Safety departments currently have equipment useful for transporting the 
proposed boat.  Chief McCurdy replied that the Town owns several vehicles that could tow the boat.  Mr. 
Petropoulos wondered if current services would suffer if officers are pulled into a rotation to patrol lakes.  
Chief Palma replied that an analysis of the shift impact will be ongoing as these sorts of patrols are phased 
in; it may be possible that the extra patrols could be funded from the overtime budget.   
 
Chief McCurdy explained that his operating budget is zero-based and line items are averaged over a 4-
year period.  He is not proposing any significant changes for FY17, although some equipment maintenance 
increases will be necessary.  He chose not to adjust the fuel expense line as it would be difficult to 
confidently predict that trend.  Mr. Green asked whether the increases in this budget were all related to 
contractual obligations.   Chief McCurdy said that was true, but that the on call rates were up about 2% 
as well.  Mr. Petropoulos wondered for how long the salary & wage budgets could continue to increase 
while the expense line remains flat.  Chief McCurdy replied that the extra expense appropriation in FY16 
should carry the department for a couple of years with the exception of updating safety equipment and 
emergency gear.  Chief McCurdy added that the increase implemented this year in EMS rates is paying 
off, as there has been an increase on average of 3% in ambulance receipts even though call volume has 
dropped off somewhat.  He is expecting to be able to bring in an extra $50,000 in revenue by March of 
this year.  Mr. Degen asked for clarification regarding the minor capital requests.  Chief McCurdy explained 
that turn-out gear must be replaced every 10 years per NFPA regulations; $18,000 can purchase 9 or 10 
sets.  Also, the patient load system (that will be mandated equipment on all ambulances in the near future) 
will automatically lift patients into the vehicle without risking back injuries to EMT’s.  This will cost $25,000 
and will be funded from ambulance receipts, as will the cost of the thermal imaging camera and the rescue 
boat.  Mr. Hargraves suggested asking the non-profit entities in town to support these efforts as they 
stand to reap the same benefits from emergency services as taxpayers do.  Chief McCurdy agreed to 
approach the non-profits if the BOS agrees that they should be engaged in this way.  Mr. Cunningham 
mentioned that some of these conversations have already taken place. Mr. Petropoulos noted that using 
this opportunity to develop a better relationship between the Town and the non-profits would be 
mutually beneficial.  Mr. Degen described the Swap Loader vehicle as a particularly flexible apparatus that 
can perform many tasks.  Mr. Green hopes that a tour of the new vehicles can be arranged in the near 
future.  Regarding his capital plan, Chief McCurdy said that he believes he can take a potential investment 
of $3 million and pare it down to $1.4 million, making this plan particularly effective and efficient.  Mr. 
Green thanked both the Fire Chief and the Police Chief for participating in this discussion.    
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Library Budget – Mr. Mark Gerath and Ms. Vanessa Abraham presented the highlights of the Library 
budget for FY17.  Mr. Gerath said that the excellent response received to the library survey confirmed the 
need for continued growth in books & materials, as well as programming and an investment in space 
needs.  The Library Trust funds will be contributing $60,000 for books & materials as per usual, and will 
also cover approximately $121,000 for re-orienting the space needs in the building (the focus of this will 
be on teens and programming).  Additionally, the library will be submitting a warrant article to Town 
Meeting to fix the fractured retaining wall, which will require at least $20,000 in repairs.  The fall Sunday 
hours, which were previously funded through the use of State Aid, adds approximately $10,000 to the 
budget.  Ms. Abraham suggested increasing spring and fall Sunday hours to the extent that the next tier 
cost requirement is met (that of $15,000 and over). This plan will allow the library to drop the books and 
materials local contribution from 16% to 15%, which saves the Town money.  While the overall budget is 
showing a 2.87% increase, she noted that this clearly reflects an increase in services that patrons want 
(based on the survey results).  Mr. Gerath stressed the importance of protecting the library’s certification 
status as this alone permits an additional $18,000 in revenue annually from the State and allows Groton 
patrons access to other area libraries.  Mr. Robertson expressed concern about driving up wages and 
salaries in FY17.  Mr. Gerath replied that the new hours proposed would be filled by part-time employees 
who would work without benefits.  Mr. Robertson said that this might still be problematic given revenue 
growth to the Town estimated at only about 3%.  Mr. Gerath said that the budget presented represents a 
compromise, but reflects the desires of the public as revealed in the most recent survey.  Mr. Petropoulos 
commended Mr. Gerath and Ms. Abraham on the clarity and layout of the presentation.  Mr. Pease said 
that the Library is an incredible asset for the Town, and he is pleased that its needs are being recognized 
and addressed pro-actively. He wondered whether any synergies could be explored between library 
programs and the activities of the school district. Ms. Abraham said that this is being done, however the 
schools are curriculum-bound and limited by time constraints as well.  In this regard, the library is pleased 
to be able to support early literacy efforts, and provides a safe environment for students after school 
hours.  Also, the library aids students with school projects and provides summer reading programs to 
support overall academic excellence.  Mr. Hargraves asked whether the schools do their part to promote 
the Town library.  Ms. Abraham said that they do so through their own librarians, as well as teachers who 
provide the Groton Library with advance notice of classroom assignments.  The Library Endowment also 
pays for bus service between the school buildings and the library.  Mr. Cunningham asked whether 
Lawrence Academy could be more supportive through monetary gifts to the library.  Ms. Abraham said 
that the library has not sought such gifts recently, but the library certainly does support collaboration 
between itself and the private schools.  Mr. Gerath said he could commit to reaching out to the private 
schools in this regard.  The group briefly discussed the strategic plan for making Groton more of a walkable 
community.  Dovetailing this plan with the Planning Board’s “safe streets” initiative may be useful.  Mr. 
Pease wondered if CPC funding could be tapped for the library’s capital purchases.  Mr. Haddad said it 
would depend on the project brought to the table, and the age of the portion of the building being 
improved.  Mr. Pease was particularly interested in using CPC funds to repair the retaining wall.  Mr. 
Gerath added that there is a potentially expensive gutter problem that must be addressed at some point.  
He reminded the group that the Trusts have been very generous over the last few years and will be even 
more so in FY17. 
 
DPW Budget – Mr. Tom Delaney (DPW Director) explained that the only increase to the DPW budgets 
involves the proposed new custodial position; all other lines have been level-funded.  The reduction in 
Municipal Building expenses is directly related to the proposed new custodial position.  This position will 
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have hours as a custodian and also as a checker at the Transfer Station.  Revenues at that facility have 
doubled, while employee hours have been reduced over the years.  Adding a part-time checker will help 
reduce overtime at the Transfer Station.  Currently, there are only two custodians serving the Town’s 
many buildings, sometimes several times per day.  It is simply not possible to cover all the compensated 
absences provided for in the union contracts.  Also, an employee was taken from the Highway budget 
several years ago to become the full-time handy man for Municipal Buildings.  Where once there were 12 
full time employees, there are now only 10.  Mr. Delaney stressed that he is simply pointing out where 
the greatest need is in his operation.  He added that GELD has agreed to reimburse a portion of the new 
custodian’s hours in return for some hours of cleaning services in their new building.  Mr. Robertson 
wondered why there is not a net savings to the Town given the expected decrease in expenses.  Mr. 
Haddad explained that $9,600 that would have been saved, must be spent at the Country Club for painting 
updates.  Also, some building expenses which had been delayed in previous years, must be attended to 
now.  These include repointing at Legion Hall and Town Hall.  Mr. Delaney explained that waiting until 
these jobs can be scheduled in-house saves money on prevailing wages.  However, it is necessary to have 
enough full-time employees to provide the flexibility required to take on these projects.  Mr. Degen said 
that while Mr. Delaney does a great job with the resources he has, this amounts to increasing head count.  
The reduction in the work force seen over the years does not justify hiring a new employee;   attrition is 
not a bad thing.  Mr. Degen suggested simply hiring a 15-hour per week checker at the Transfer Station 
which will reduce overtime and allow the other employees there to focus on tasks such as baling, etc.  He 
can’t support a full time position that partially benefits GELD and which will add to the Town’s Health 
Insurance costs and OPEB liabilities.  Also, the cost of this position was calculated using an individual 
health insurance plan; should the position be filled by an employee who takes a family insurance plan the 
cost will be much greater.   Mr. Degen therefore recommends that this new custodial position not be 
funded, and that GELD should hire its own custodians.  Mr. Delaney noted that Mr. Degen’s plan will not 
address the increased daily custodial needs for the upkeep of all the municipal buildings.  He cautioned 
that unaddressed maintenance needs can cause buildings to deteriorate quickly. Mr. Pease suggested 
collecting data on how expenditures over time can be offset by productivity increases.  Mr. Delaney 
mentioned that finding this kind of data from the 1980’s may not be possible.  Also, his is a mostly 
reactionary operation, it is difficult for them to measure productivity against pro-active strategies.  Mr. 
Cunningham said that it is clear that the DPW has been under stress for a while.  They are doing much 
more with the same number of people.  Perhaps the Planning Department can help provide data on new 
roads etc. that can be used to support this analysis.  Mr. Kolak spoke up saying that new positions should 
not be filled on the municipal side; this funding should be given to the school district instead.  Mr. 
Petropoulos said that while he is impressed with the amount of work accomplished within these budget 
constraints, he is still unwilling to add a position given the ongoing benefit implications.  Mr. Delaney 
replied that the GELD contribution would most likely cover the benefits.  He stressed that this plan 
provides a great opportunity for the Town, otherwise he would not have presented it.  Mr. Hartnett noted 
that under the current retirement regulations, new employees completely fund their own pensions (11% 
deduction applies).  Mr. Pease suggested that the Town seek to re-negotiate the reimbursement amount 
with GELD should the associated benefit costs increase substantially.  Mr. Robertson countered that GELD 
is not paying for benefits, they are paying per hour for cleaning services.  He suggested that the Town ask 
for a per hour adjustment.  Mr. Delaney reminded the group that this plan will offer an intangible benefit 
of fostering increased cooperation between departments.  Mr. Degen was concerned that GELD could pull 
out of the plan at any time, therefore the funding dynamic is too risky.  Mr. Petropoulos asked for 
confirmation that no fuel cost reductions were used to bring the budget in under 2%.  Mr. Delaney said 
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that fuel and equipment maintenance are his largest budget drivers.   He added that the Town consistently 
supports the DPW with sufficient investment in equipment. 
 
Snow and Ice Budget – Mr. Delaney explained that he started the year with an empty salt and sand shed.  
Now he has about $75,000 left in the Snow & Ice budget, but it wouldn’t take much to push spending into 
deficit territory.  Mr. Hargraves noted that deficit spending of this category is allowed by law, and is done 
almost every year. 
 
On a motion by Mr. Hargraves, seconded by Mr. Pease, the Finance Committee voted unanimously to 
allow deficit spending of the FY16 Snow and Ice budget.  The Vote: 6-0-0 
 
Debt Service Budget – Mr. Green asked the Town Manager to explain the FY17 debt service plan.  Mr. 
Haddad explained that the original FY16 operating budget (developed 18 months in advance of the start 
of the fiscal year) had included $125,000 for short-term interest.  As time progressed, additional capital 
needs were identified and it became apparent that the original financing plan would be inefficient and 
costly.  The Treasurer and the Town’s bond advisor agreed that it would be more prudent to roll the short-
term note until FY19, at which time a permanent bond could be issued that would encompass the current 
capital items plus a new ladder truck.  This will save the Town money on issuance costs, as each bond 
issue can cost $50,000.  Also, larger bond issues tend to result in more favorable interest rates to the 
Town. For those reasons, only about $8,000 of the original $125,000 appropriated to short-term interest 
will be expended in FY16.  FY17 carries an increase to debt service ($56,000 in interest costs), therefore 
debt service has not been deferred to balance the budget as has been suggested.  In FY20, the Town will 
realize a reduction in the County Retirement assessment of approximately $190,000 which can be used 
to offset the increased debt service payment that will result from permanently bonding the 
aforementioned capital items.  Budgeting the debt in this fashion offers the opportunity to protect the 
tax rate, and is simply prudent financial management.  Mr. Hartnett added that choosing to fund the debt 
service in this way adds flexibility to the process.  Also, short-term bonds do not preclude principal 
payments, in fact a principal payment is planned for FY17 for the Lost Lake Fire Protection project, even 
though that is not yet permanently bonded.   He stressed the main benefit of short-term financing is its 
low cost to municipalities.  Mr. Robertson said that he is not opposed to the current debt service plan, but 
reducing wages & salaries in the proposed FY17 budget would just be a smart economic move.  He would 
rather preserve the future County Retirement savings instead of allowing it to be absorbed into wages.  If 
wages are brought in under 2.2%, then there will be $140,000 available for other needs.  Mr. Prest agreed 
that the debt financing plan makes sense, but would also like to see the savings preserved rather than 
spent on increased personnel costs.  Mr. Pease reminded the group that Free Cash amounts certified each 
year can be utilized to relieve stressed budgets if needed.  Mr. Petropoulos expressed concern that the 
County Retirement budget reduction anticipated for FY20 was already earmarked for OPEB.  There is an 
opportunity cost associated with abandoning this plan, and perhaps the decision should not be left up to 
the Town Manager.  Mr. Haddad disagreed saying that his job was to propose a budget, and it was the job 
of the FinCom and BOS to suggest changes.  Mr. Haddad briefly described OPEB as the liability the Town 
has for providing other post-employment benefits (most notably health insurance) into the future for 
retired employees and their dependents.  Currently, GASB 45 requires that the extent of the liability be 
disclosed on the Town’s financial statements for potential investors.  Mr. Degen noted that funding of the 
OPEB liability is not yet required, and the Town should not do so until it that funding is mandated. 
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Country Club Budget – Mr. Shawn Campbell provided an update on the operations of the Country Club.  
He noted that recent improvements were made to the retaining wall, the locker rooms and signage.  The 
results have been positive and an attractive investment of funds to the building and grounds of the club.  
Revenues are up slightly and expenses have stabilized to a manageable level.  He noted that some large 
liabilities have been taken off the books related to food and alcohol service.  He said that his goal was to 
eventually reduce the current taxpayer subsidy (estimated at $136,000) to zero.  He plans to grow revenue 
at an ambitious 23% through encouraging more patronage and tweaking daily rates.  He reminded the 
group that the capital lease for the golf carts was coming off the books after FY17 leaving some room in 
the budget for other improvements.  Mr. Robertson said that a 3-year break-even plan is a worthy target.  
He cautioned against cutting back expenses too sharply, he would not like to see the operation starved.  
He said he was pleased with the improvements made so far and that it is now a pleasant place to bring 
guests.  Mr. Prest would like to see an effort made to generate revenue during the off-season; he 
suggested that cross country ski trails could be successful on the site.  Mr. Degen asked whether all the 
intangible costs associated with operating the Country Club were currently being captured in order to 
accurately measure the taxpayer subsidy.  Mr. Haddad assured him that they were.  Mr. Pease expressed 
concern that growing revenue at 23% may be too aggressive a target.  He would like the warrant article 
to fund the Country Club to be presented separately at Town Meeting and the tax payer subsidy amount 
fully detailed for the voters.  He would also like to see an updated revenue analysis so as to measure the 
success of the current business model.  Mr. Haddad said that analysis will be more meaningful once the 
Country Club has completed a full business cycle under the new plan.  Mr. Green suggested obtaining 
current usage metrics and comparing that data to maximum usage models.  It will then be easier to 
visualize what a plan for 23% growth will look like, and a determination can be made as to whether that 
goal is in fact reasonable.  He supports the goal of bringing the tax subsidy down to zero, as long as the 
Town can determine the proper level of investment to maintain.  
 
 Mr. Degen suggested experimenting with different fee structures as well as creative new revenue 
streams.  Mr. Petropoulos wondered whether revenue growth can be successful if marketing expenses 
remain flat.  Mr. Campbell replied that his own marketing plan will be completely different than what had 
been done at the Club previously.  The Course Trends website hosting was not performing as had been 
expected and as a result, has been discontinued.  A great deal of advertising is now being done over the 
internet via expanded email campaigns.  This is a very robust tool and is basically cost-free.  Direct 
marketing is also being targeted to previous members, and pamphlets will continue to be made available 
to schools and other local establishments. Mr. Petropoulos was worried that the budget was increasing 
while expenses are coming down.  What will the future look like given this pattern?  Mr. Campbell replied 
that the current gasoline powered carts will last 8 to 10 years.  Additionally, 9-hole courses result in less 
wear and tear on carts.  Also, the Club has a mechanic on staff that will result in cost-savings to the Town.  
He expects expenses to continue to trend downward, and doesn’t envision any drastic surprises on the 
horizon.  Mr. Petropoulos would like to see a plan to realize the depreciation cost of the carts in 
subsequent years so the Town is not faced with having to replace them all in 10 years.  Mr. Prest wondered 
if the Country Club hosts benefits to gain publicity.  He noted that the local media outlets would likely be 
willing to cover these kinds of events.  Mr. Campbell replied that fundraisers and similar events are 
planned regularly.  Mr. Hargraves asked whether the Function Hall is utilized to capacity.  Mr. Campbell 
replied that the current lessees do book events, and the Town receives monthly rent payments; however 
he could not confirm whether it is booked to capacity.  Mr. Haddad noted that the Town no longer 
purchases or sells liquor at that facility; the alcohol licenses will be transferred to the lessees on June 1st.  
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The lease agreement allows the Town to hold 4 free events annually in the Function Hall and also grants 
use of it occasionally for summer camp students and for senior programs.  Mr. Degen pointed out that 
the cost of those liquor licenses will add $4,500 of additional revenue to the Town per year.   
 
Additional Budget Issues – Mr. Degen distributed a memo outlining several of his own ideas for reducing 
the Town budget.  He feels that all vacancies should be removed from the Health Insurance budget.  This 
could save approximately $55,000.  He also suggested eliminating the newly requested hours for the 
Treasurer’s Office, reducing the Police Department overtime by $35,000 (earmarked for traffic 
enforcement), reducing the hours for one of the Assistants in the Town Clerk’s office (in order to change 
the status to non-benefitted) while increasing the hours of the other Assistant to make up the difference, 
reducing the place-holder for the Town Manager’s salary negotiation by $6,018 (a 3% salary increase), 
and to implement changes to the Employee Merit Program such that the increases do not accrue to base 
salary year over year.  He would also like to consider reducing the hours that Town Hall is open.  Since the 
Town is looking at a need of $2.2 million for the school district which will permanently raise the levy limit, 
it is important to cut deeply on the municipal side.  He would advocate to close Town Hall on Fridays and 
reduce all employees to 36 hours per week.  This will not change health insurance or vacation accruals 
and will give employees the benefit of a three day weekend.  He added that this plan should not be applied 
to public safety departments.  Mr. Hargraves was concerned about those employees who were close to 
retirement as this would impact pensions.  Mr. Haddad mentioned that salaried employees do not work 
on an hourly basis and would therefore simply be receiving a pay cut.  Mr. Pease advised that this kind of 
lever can only be used with those employees who are paid on an hourly basis; it is not an effective method 
for adjusting true salaries.  Mr. Petropoulos said that protecting employee retirement is not a valid 
argument against this idea.  Additionally, he believes that Town employees can perform the same jobs 
they are doing now in less time.  Mr. Degen said that his last two ideas are drastic and likely unpopular 
solutions, and will have both positive and negative impacts to the Town. 
 
Mr. Pease informed the group that a letter had been sent by a resident (Mr. Kevin Forsmo) to the Finance 
Committee and the Board of Selectmen.  The letter explained that he had analyzed historical expense 
trends and felt that school district spending has lagged behind municipal spending during the period from 
2009 through 2017.  Mr. Forsmo is concerned over the growth in personnel costs in the municipal budget.  
He feels that there is no excuse for apathy and that deep cuts to municipal spending are necessary in 
order to hold down the impact of the proposed tax override.  He proposed level-funded personnel costs 
on the municipal side.  Mr. Prest asked how he would propose to hold those costs to zero growth.  Mr. 
Forsmo replied that he trusts in the elected officials to do their best with his tax dollars.  He added that 
employees should be eliminated on the municipal side and services cut in order to see what happens.   
 
Mr. Petropoulos said that he has heard good arguments for every penny proposed in the FY17 budget.  
The question remains whether the proposals are affordable.  He feels that personnel growth is not in line 
with the guidance given to the Town Manager.  He would like the 2.2% growth target to be realized on 
operations alone.  Mr. Haddad said that if given specific new guidance, he would provide a revised FY17 
budget with whatever target the FinCom and BOS agree is best.  He added that he feels he did meet the 
original budget guidance of 2.2% growth, and would like to mention that the Town has always funded the 
school district at whatever assessment level they have requested.  Mr. Bacon noted that given the heavy 
pressure on reducing the municipal budget, similar scrutiny should be paid to the school budget.  Mr. 
Green felt that although the FinCom will meet with the School Superintendent, it is not appropriate to 
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scrutinize the school budget to the same level as is done with the municipal budget.  Mr. Petropoulos and 
Mr. Forsmo agreed that sustainability metrics should be furnished by the school district.  Mr. Hargraves 
mentioned that Mr. Haddad has had great success with communicating with the school district and in 
creating and maintaining a stable relationship between the Town and the district.   
 
Mr. Haddad said that as Town Meeting is set for April 25th, the warrant must go to the printer on April 1st 
if it is to be mailed to residents on April 11th.  Mr. Degen noted that this is a very narrow window, therefore 
the FinCom should start scrutinizing the school budget very soon.  Mr. Haddad said that he would like a 
final budget by April 4th.  The school district must have their budget certified 45 days prior to Groton’s 
Town Meeting.  The Finance Committee members agreed to meet jointly with the Board of Selectmen on 
Thursday, February 18th in order to help develop new budget guidance.  They agreed to meet on Tuesday, 
February 23rd for the same purpose as well as to discuss the school budget and other areas of concern.  
Mr. Petropoulos said that it would be impossible to look as closely at the school budget as was done for 
the municipal budget.  Mr. Green replied that the meeting on Tuesday would be solely to get some 
questions answered and not to do a “deep dive.”  He added that the FinCom cannot recommend an 
assessment at Town Meeting until the members have had a chance to do a thorough analysis.  Mr. Degen 
said that he still believes that a staged, tiered override is the best approach.  This could be done by 
increasing the levy limit and voting the full override this year, but appropriating the assessment over a 
period of three years.  Mr. Haddad agreed that this could be done; a ballot vote would be needed to 
increase the levy limit by the full amount of the override, but then Town Meeting could appropriate one 
third of that new limit each year for three years.  The risk is that Town Meeting may act in an unpredictable 
way.  Mr. Green asked that the Town Manager arrange for a meeting between the School Committee, the 
School Superintendent, the Board of Selectmen and Finance Committee on an upcoming weekend day.   
 
Mr. Green officially adjourned the meeting of the Finance Committee at 1:40 p.m. 
Mr. Petropoulos officially adjourned the meeting of the Board of Selectmen at 1:40 p.m. 
  

Respectfully submitted, 

Patricia Dufresne, Recording Secretary 


